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ABSTRACT

We report local-field-enhanced light emission from silicon nanocrystals close to a film of nanoporous gold. We resolve photoluminescence as
the gold −Si nanocrystal separation distance is varied between 0 and 20 nm and observe a fourfold luminescence intensity enhancement
concomitant with increases in the coupled silicon nanocrystal/nanoporous gold absorbance cross section and radiative decay rate. A detailed
analysis of the luminescence data indicated a local-field-enhanced quantum efficiency of 58% for the Si nanocrystals coupled to the nanoporous
gold layer.

Since the discovery of strong room-temperature photolumi-
nescence from porous silicon in 1990,1,2 considerable effort
has been devoted to the development of silicon-based opto-
electronics for integrated photonics, an integral part of which
is a long-sought Si-based power efficient light emitter. Silicon
nanostructures have been investigated intensively as light
emission sources. They have been made by many different
methods, including porous etching,1 implantation of Si+ ions,3

aerosol synthesis,4 rf cosputtering of Si and SiO2,5 and
chemical vapor deposition of SiO and SiO2.6 These materials
exhibit efficient luminescence because of the radiative emis-
sion of long-lived quantum-confined excitons in silicon nano-
crystals (nc-Si), which emit in the near-infrared to visible
range because of an increase in the exciton emission energy
relative to bulk silicon.7 Emission from Si nanocrystals has
been studied in various systems, from single nanocrystals8

to multilayered structures,9 and efficient electrolumines-
cence10-12 and high gain values13,14 have been reported.

As light-emitters, silicon nanocrystals have many desirable
properties. They exhibit room-temperature luminescence with
high quantum efficiencies, and the emission energy can be
tuned throughout the visible range by varying the nanocrystal
size15 or surface termination.16 However, because of the
indirect band gap, nc-Si suffers from a low radiative emission
rate and a small absorbance cross section, which decreases
the photoluminescence (PL) intensity relative to direct band
gap semiconductors and organic dyes. A method for over-
coming this specific limitation is thus highly desirable. It

has been observed in compound semiconductor materials that
coupling to a metal can lead to enhanced emission from solid-
state quantum dots17,18 and wells.19

In this paper, we show first evidence of PL enhancement
from nc-Si coupled to metal nanostructures and report on a
separation-distance-resolved study of radiative decay rate,
effective absorbance cross section, and quantum efficiency,
as well as PL intensity for the coupled emitter-nanostruc-
tured metal system.

Si nanocrystals were produced by ion implantation of 11
keV Si+ ions to a fluence of 1.7× 1016 cm-2 into a 1.6-
mm-thick fused quartz strip (Technical Glass Products).
According to Monte Carlo simulations performed with
SRIM,20 such an implantation yields a Gaussian depth
distribution of Si in the SiO2, with a peak excess Si
concentration of 10% at a depth of∼20 nm. The implanted
quartz was annealed in argon for 20 min at 200°C and 20
min at 450°C to dry the surface and then again for 30 min
at 1000°C to form nc-Si. The samples were subsequently
heated in 10% hydrogen in nitrogen forming gas ambient
for 30 min at 450°C to eliminate emission from defect states
in the SiO2 matrix.21

After nc-Si formation, the surface of the 9-cm-long strip
of nc-Si-doped quartz sample was etched in a 1:20 mixture
of 48% HF in water in a stepwise fashion. The etch rate
was 0.25 nm/s, precisely calibrated by spectral ellipsometry
(Sentech SE-850) of an analogous sample of SiO2 on a Si
substrate. Nine 2.5-nm steps were etched using a stepper
motor to control for step length (1 cm) and etch time (10 s).
Each step was uniform within(0.2 nm across the majority
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of its length. The 9-cm strip of nc-Si at different depths was
then split lengthwise in two, and the first half was retained
as a reference sample.

Subsequently, a film of nanoporous gold was prepared ac-
cording to a method developed by Erlebacher and co-work-
ers.22 A 100-nm-thick 12-carat gold leaf (50:50 Au/Ag alloy;
Sepp Leaf Products) was dealloyed in 70% nitric acid for
10 min, whereby the selective dissolution of Ag left behind
a nanoporous Au (np-Au) film, 150-nm-thick and found to
be com-
posed of approximately 50% Au and 50% voids. As shown
in the scanning electron micrograph of Figure 1a, obtained
by using a LEO 1550VP Field Emission SEM, the gold
feature dimensions are on the order of 10 nm and range from
spheres to prolate spheroids with aspect ratios up to∼1:3.
The so-formed nanoporous gold layer was then adhered to
the quartz surface. Therefore, at each step in the coupled
sample, the np-Au was brought 2.5 nm closer to the center
of the nc-Si distribution, as schematized in Figure 1b.

Photoluminescence (PL) spectra were acquired under
excitation from theλex ) 488 nm line of an Ar+ laser focused
to a 1-mm2 spot. The PL intensity was measured using a
charge-coupled device detector (sensitivity range 200-1100
nm), cooled with liquid nitrogen to-132°C, in conjunction
with a 27.5-cm focal length grating spectrograph. A dichroic
filter that cuts off wavelengths below 510 nm was used to
eliminate scattered laser light from the measurements. Time-
resolved PL measurements were performed by chopping the
488-nm excitation source with an acousto-optic modulator
at a frequency of 250 Hz, and this PL was recorded with a
GaAs photomultiplier tube in conjunction with a multichan-
nel photon counting system. The time resolution of the
system wase50 ns. PL measurements were made through
the transparent side of the samples, as indicated by the arrows
at the bottom of Figure 1b, and the reference sample was

laid nanocrystal-side down on a polished silicon substrate
to account for any reflection effects in the coupled np-Au/
nc-Si sample.

Typical PL spectra from the reference and np-Au/nc-Si
samples are reported in inset a of Figure 2 (black and red
lines, respectively) for an etch depth,D ) 5 nm, and for an
excitation power density,Pex ) 50 mW/mm2. The PL inten-
sity of the coupled sample is enhanced and slightly blue-
shifted with respect to the reference sample. To better under-
stand the origin of this PL enhancement, we fixed the detec-
tion wavelength at 780 nm, thus focusing our investigation
on a precise Si nanocrystal size because nc-Si PL is size-
dependent. In inset b of Figure 2, the PL intensities mea-
sured at 780 nm for both the reference (squares) and the np-
Au/nc-Si coupled sample (circles) are reported as a function
of D.

The Gaussian Si+ ion implantation profile used to produce
the nc-Si sample has been observed previously to give a
Gaussian distribution of nc-Si concentrations in which larger
nanocrystals are abundant at the center of the Gaussian and
smaller nanocrystals lie mainly in the tails.23 Measurements
of the reference sample PL intensity integrated over all
wavelengths as a function ofD (not shown) indicated that
the center of the nc-Si distribution is 19.2( 0.1 nm from
the unetched surface. Because the variations in emission
wavelength as a function of etch depth were small, we
assumed the emitter oscillator strength to be roughly constant
throughout the sample, and thereby found the emission as a

Figure 1. (a) False color plan view (100 K magnification) SEM
of the nanoporous gold surface showing features on the order of
10 nm. (b) Schematic cross section of the sample. PL measurements
are made from the bottom side of all samples.

Figure 2. PL intensity enhancement,ηPL, measured at 780 nm as
a function of etch depth,D (triangles). The solid line is a fit to the
data using a model that accounts for the spatial distribution of Si
nanocrystals and the enhanced local-field. Insets: (a) Typical PL
spectra for the reference (black) and coupled np-Au/nc-Si (red)
samples, atD ) 5 nm. (b) PL intensities at 780 nm vs etch depth
for the reference (squares) and coupled np-Au/nc-Si (circles)
samples. The reference intensities are well fit by the green line,
which is the integral of two Gaussian distributions that peak at 14.2
and 24.2 nm, respectively.
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function of depth to be consistent with a Gaussian distribution
of width of 14.0 ( 0.2 nm. Within this ensemble, Si
nanocrystals emitting at 780 nm are of an intermediate size,
and are therefore expected to have a bimodal concentration
profile about the center at 19.2 nm. The squares in inset b
of Figure 2 show the dependence of the PL intensity of the
reference sample,IPLref, on D. The green line beneath these
data shows that they are well fit by the integral of two
Gaussian distributions, peaking at 14.2 and 24.2 nm,
respectively. The etch depth,D, is therefore a measure of
the np-Au/nc-Si separation distance.

We define the photoluminescence (PL) intensity enhance-
ment,ηPL(D) at depthD, as the ratio between the PL intensity
of the np-Au/nc-Si coupled sample,IPLnpg(D), andIPLref(D),
that is, ηPL(D) ) IPLnpg(D)/IPLref(D). This enhancement is
reported in Figure 2 (solid triangles) forPex ) 50 mW/mm2.
Interestingly, the PL intensity enhancement is>1 for all the
etching depths and reaches a fourfold maximum peak atD
) 10 nm. It is therefore clear that the presence of the np-Au
layer in proximity to the nc-Si plays a crucial role in
determining the optical properties of the emitting centers.
To understand the physical origin of the increase in
luminescence intensity, we begin by noticing that, for a given
photon flux,φ, the PL intensity ofN optically active emitting
centers is directly proportional to the product of the number
of excited centers,N*, and the radiative decay rate,Γrad. In
particular, under steady-state conditions, an analysis of the
two-level system yields

whereσ is the excitation cross section, and the experimental
decay rate,Γexp ) Γrad + Γnr, comprises the radiative as well
as the nonradiative de-excitation paths. In the low excitation
regime, eq 1 reduces to

which indicates that, for a fixed number of optically active
centers and a constant photon flux, the PL intensity depends
on measurable physical quantities such asσ andΓexp, as well
as on the radiative emission rate,Γrad, whose value is mostly
unknown. Because, for a given etch depth,φ and N are
identical for both the reference and the np-Au/nc-Si coupled
samples, the PL intensity enhancement,ηPL(D), can be
decomposed by using eq 2 as follows:

Here, ησ(D) ) σnpg(D)/σref(D), ηΓrad(D) ) Γrad-npg(D)/
Γrad-ref(D), and ηΓexp(D) ) Γexp-npg(D)/Γexp-ref(D) are the
enhancements in the effective excitation cross section,
radiative decay rate, and experimental decay rate, respec-
tively, at etch depthD.

The effective excitation cross sections of the reference and
coupled np-Au/nc-Si samples,σref andσnpg, were determined
from measurements of the PL rise time atλdet ) 780 ( 20
nm with a technique derived from the steady-state relation-
ships present above.24,25 The rise time,τon, defined as the
average 1/e time for the PL intensity to reach its saturation
value, is inversely related toσ, according to the expression

The turn on rate,Γon ) τon
-1, was measured as a function

of the photon flux,φ, in the reference and np-Au/nc-Si
samples at eachD; the results forΓon(D ) 10 nm) are shown
in inset a of Figure 3 for the reference (squares) and coupled
(circles) samples. Theσ(D) is determined from the slope of
this graph;σref was found to be essentially constant at∼1.5
× 10-16 cm2, whereasσnpg(D) was highly dependent onD
and always greater than or equal toσref(D). The purple
triangles reported in Figure 3b show the excitation cross
section enhancement,ησ(D), as a function of etch depth,D.
The peak value is greater than 2 atD ) 10-12.5 nm,
meaning that the effective excitation cross section for the

IPL ∝ N*Γrad ) σφ

σφ + Γexp
NΓrad (1)

IPL ∝ N
σφ

Γexp
Γrad (σφ , Γexp) (2)
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)

σnpg

σref
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(3)

Figure 3. (a) Representative values of turn on rate as a function
of pump power (atD ) 10 nm) that were used in eq 4 to calculate
the absorbance cross sections for the reference (solid squares) and
coupled (open circles) samples. (b) Effective excitation cross section
enhancement,ησ, at 780( 20 nm. (c) Representative PL decay
traces for the reference (black) and coupled np-Au/nc-Si (red)
samples atD ) 10 nm. (d) Experimental decay rate enhancement,
ηΓexp, at 780( 20 nm. The solid lines in b and d are fits to the data
using a model that accounts for the spatial distribution of Si
nanocrystals and the enhanced local-field.

1/τon ) σφ + Γexp (4)
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nc-Si emitting at 780 nm is enhanced by a factor of 2 in the
presence of the np-Au layer. This enhancement alone,
however, cannot account for the fourfold increase in PL
intensity of Figure 2. Therefore, according to eq 3, either
Γexp or Γrad (or both) must also be affected by the np-Au
layer.

Inset c of Figure 3 shows representative curves for the
experimental PL decay of both samples atD ) 10 nm. The
PL intensity for the np-Au/nc-Si sample decays faster than
the reference sample, as was found to be true at all etch
depths. In particular, the reference sample is characterized
by an experimental decay rate,Γexp-ref ) 40-50 kHz, that
is only weakly dependent onD. However, the PL decay rate
for the np-Au/nc-Si sample is highly dependent onD, its
values varying in the range 55-105 kHz. The blue triangles
in Figure 3d show the experimental decay rate enhancement,
ηΓexp(D), as a function ofD. This ratio is greater than unity
for all D, and it reaches its maximum (∼2) at 7.5 nm< D
< 12.5 nm. Interestingly, the enhancement of experimental
decay rate roughly equals the increase in excitation cross
section, in such a way that the two cancel each other out in
eq 3, giving as a result no net contribution to the PL intensity
enhancement. Therefore, to explain the experimentally
observed fourfold PL intensity increase, we deduce that the
nc-Si radiative emission rate,Γrad, must also increase in the
vicinity of an np-Au film.

We measuredΓexp at Pex ) 50 mW/mm2, and σ was
calculated using values ofτon acquired at 5< Pex < 100
mW/mm2. At these pump powers,σφ = 102-103 s-1 , Γexp

= 5 × 104 s-1. Thus we use eq 3, together with the measured
enhancementsηPL, ησ, andηΓexp reported in Figures 2 and 3,
to directly estimateηΓrad for the nc-Si emitting at 780( 20
nm. The results are reported as inverted triangles in Figure
4. The enhancementηΓrad depends strongly onD, in particular
it is greater than unity at all separation distances with a peak
of ∼4.5 atD ) 7.5 nm. Indeed, this behavior suggests that
the increase in radiative decay rate reported in Figure 4 is
uniquely responsible for the observed enhancement in PL
intensity in Figure 2.

On the basis of this analysis, it is possible to give a
quantitative estimate of the absolute values of the radiative
rate, and therefore the quantum efficiency of the nc-Si
system. The enhancement in quantum efficiency,ηQE )
QEnpg/QEref is a function of the decay rate enhancements.

The inverted triangles in Figure 5 showηQE, as calculated
from eq 5, using the data forηΓrad andηΓexp reported in Figures
4 and 3d. The enhancement in quantum efficiency is depen-
dent onD and has a peak of∼2 for 5 nm< D < 12.5 nm.

From the definitions of the radiative and experimental rate
enhancements, it follows that

Here,Γnr-npg is the nonradiative decay rate of the coupled
sample. Because for the reference sampleΓexp-ref ) Γrad-ref

+ Γnr-ref is constant as a function of etch depthD, we can
reasonably assume thatΓrad-ref andΓnr-ref are also constant.

ηQE )
QEnpg

QEref
)

Γrad-npg
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)

ηΓrad

ηΓexp
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Figure 4. Radiative decay rate enhancement,ηΓrad, calculated with
eq 3 for nc-Si emitting at 780 nm coupled to the np-Au film. The
solid line is a fit to the data using a model that accounts for the
spatial distribution of Si nanocrystals and the enhanced local-field.

Figure 5. Quantum efficiency enhancement,ηQE, for nc-Si emitting
at 780 nm and coupled to the np-Au film, as calculated using eq 5.
The solid line is a fit to the data using a model that accounts for
the spatial distribution of Si nanocrystals and the enhanced local-
field. Inset: The decay rate enhancements,ηΓrad and ηΓexp, are
compared and fit to a straight line (reducedø2 ) 0.14) as in eq 6,
to extract the slope, (Γexp-ref/Γrad-ref) ) 3.70( 0.90, from which a
quantum efficiency of 27% can be derived for the reference sample,
and they intercept, (-Γnr-npg/Γrad-ref) ) -3.33 ( 0.82.
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Moreover, assuming thatΓnr-npg is also approximately
constant withD, a plot of ηΓrad, shown in Figure 4, versus
ηΓexp, reported in Figure 3d, should give a straight line,
according to eq 6. In the inset of Figure 5, the experimental
values ofηΓrad andηΓexp are reported in a scatter graph. The
trend is clearly linear, and indeed the data are very well fit
(reducedø2 ) 0.14) by a straight line with slope, (Γexp-ref/
Γrad-ref) ) 3.70 ( 0.90, andy intercept, (-Γnr-npg/Γrad-ref)
) -3.33( 0.82. From the slope, and the measuredΓexp-ref

≈ 45 kHz, we find for the reference sample thatΓrad-ref ≈
12.4 kHz, as indicated by the dashed line in Figure 4. This
measurement, corresponding to a radiative lifetime of 80µs,
is in good agreement with the values estimated by Garcia
and co-workers26 and within the range calculated by Delerue
et al.27 The value of QEref for the reference sample is the
inverse of the slope, that is, 27%, as indicated by the dashed
line in Figure 5. From this value and the values ofηQE in
Figure 5, we estimate a peak enhanced quantum efficiency
of 58% for nc-Si coupled to the nanoporous gold layer.

The enhancements observed in Figures 2-5 can be
explained by considering the geometry of the system. Small
gold particles will strongly concentrate electric fields,28 so
an enhanced local field is present about the ellipsoids and
spheroids that make up the np-Au film. A silicon nanocrystal
in this enhanced field will have an altered optical density of
states, and steady-state analysis indicates that this will
enhance the decay rate of the nc-Si.29 Additionally, np-Au
is strongly absorbing over a broad range of wavelengths,
and can therefore act as a sensitizer for nc-Si in its local
field. Finally, the roughness on the surface of the np-Au
contains a wide array of spatial frequencies, allowing any
nc-Si emission energy transferred to a surface plasmon at
the np-Au/SiO2 interface to be coupled out into the radiation
field.

The dependences of the enhancements,ηPL, ησ, ηΓexp, ηΓrad

andηQE, on etch depth,D, as shown in Figures 2-5 are all
nonmonotonic. These enhancements peak at 7.5 nm< D <
12.5 nm, and have a rising tail atD ) 17.5-20 nm. Our
results can be interpreted in the context of a model that
accounts for local-field effects as well as the spatial distribu-
tion of nanocrystals in the sample. The nanocrystals closest
to the np-Au will be most affected by its presence because
the strength of the enhanced local field is expected to decay
with metal/emitter separation distance,r, asr-6. At extremely
small nc-Si/np-Au separations, however, luminescence quench-
ing processes must be considered,30 and if np-Au directly
contacts a Si nanocrystal, electronic charge transfer could
also quench luminescence.11 The green lines in Figures 2-5
are fits produced by applying such a model to our data.

In conclusion, coupling Si nanocrystals to nanoporous gold
yields a fourfold enhancement in PL intensity at 780 nm,
which was shown to be related to the fourfold enhancement
in radiative decay rate as a result of local-field effects. The
effective excitation cross section and quantum efficiency are
enhanced by a factor of 2. These enhancements are especially
promising considering that, here with a wide distribution of
nc-Si, they contain contributions from a large number of
unenhanced nanocrystals at large separation distances, which

limits the overall achievable emission enhancement. Also,
most nanocrystals are nonresonant with the np-Au in the
present work. Despite the complex structure of the nanopo-
rous gold, the model developed here shows a close cor-
respondence to the experimental data, and this fit indicates
that with an optimized nanostructured sample consisting of
a single, uniform (stragglee 1 nm) monolayer of nc-Si
resonant with np-Au, we can envisage enhancements in
radiative decay rate, absorbance cross section, and quantum
efficiency, and therefore in PL intensity, by as much as 2
orders of magnitude. Such an increase in the Si nanocrystal
emission rate can make nc-Si competitive with direct band
gap light emitters and enable the fragmentation of brighter
nc-Si LEDs, and possibly allow high optical gain in an all-
silicon device fabrication processes.
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